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One is an artis-t at the cost of regarding that 
which all non-artists call "form" as co~tent, 
as "the matter itself". To be sure, then one 
belongs in a. topsy-turvy world: for hence
forth con-ten-t becomes something merely formal 
-- our life included. 

Nietzsche, The Will to Power, 818. 
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PREFACE 

This essay is conceived as a defense of the thesis 

that Thus Spoke Zarathustra is a sustained philosophical 

• 
argument with a philosophically significant literary 

structure. 

It is divided into two chapters. The first, 

introductory, chapter crea-tes a thoug-h-t context for 

approaching Zarathustra l and is full of quota-tions from 

Nietzsche's other books to give a more sure idea of· his 

thought and my interpretation of it. I felt such an 

introduction "vas absolutely necessary because unless one 

shares somewhat the Nie-tzs chean perspective -- that perspec·ti ve 

being so differen-t from any other philosopher's -- analysis 

of particular problems in his philosophy will have to be 

superficial. 

The long main chapter presents the thesis. It first 

clarifies the problem, then describes the style of philosophi-

zing Nietzsche rejected, and then it analyses his style in 

general, the structural component of style as he realized it 

in writing Zarathustra_ in particular 1 and it establishes ""That ------------- . 

type of argument Zarathustra is. It concludes with an over-

view of the whole argument in Zarathustra, emphasizing its 

structure. 

The thesis of this essay is unique in English language 
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Nietzsche scholarship. Nowhere is Thus Spoke Zarathus"tra 

understood as a philosophical whole, which just means it 

is not understood. Because of this, and despite its great 

populari"ty, Nie"tzsche' s magE_~m 0l?us still goes to \Vaste 

after eighty-five years, as Nietzsche himself saw it had 

gone to waste for lack of comprehending readers in the 

first five years after it publication. 

* * * * * 

In this essay Nietzsche's books will be referred to 

simply by their English title, follov'led by the section. This 

will permit the reader to look up a reference easily in 

whatever edition he is using. Nietzsche's earlier writings 

are not broken down "into small sections, so to these I \vill 

add a page reference to the English edition I am using, ~~ich 

can be determined by consulting the Bibliography. 

Thus Spoke Zarathustra will be referred to as 

Zarathustra r followed by the numbers of the Part (I to IV), 

the chapter, and then, if the chapter is subdivided by 

Nietzsche, by the subdivision number. Nietzsche did no"t 

himself number the chapters. I use Kaufmann's form of 

enumeration (in the Viking Portable NietzschE:), where the 

first chapter (Zarathustra, I, 1), "Of the Three l'-1etamorphoses", 

is the chapter following "Zara"thustra's Prologue". o.'Jilson 

Knight, for example, numbers 

!, I, 1.) 

II Z ara:thus"tra ~ s Prologue" as 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A - The Difficulty of Reading and Understanding 'Z'a:r:a:thu's'tra 

Thus Spoke Zarathustra is'a most ambiguous book of 

philosophy to most of its readers, and it is ambiguous both 

in itself and as the exemplary document of the whole 

philosophy of Nietzsche. The amJiguity could be said to be due 

to its dramatic and poetic form, which is a stumbling block 

to many readers of philosophy who are used to prose'which at 

besot attains to progranlluatic cl.ari ty or ideali.stic loftiness. 

But the ambiguity of Zarathustra is due to more: to our 

inabi Ii ty to read medi tati vely, \lhat Nietzsche calls 

" rumination ll ,l and this is a document designed for ruminationi 2 

to our times; in which very few have as yet aVlakened to the 

fact that we have killed our God and have destroyed the 

possibility of replacing him with any other metaphysical, moral, 

or scien'tific gTound. And even am01~,g those few who realize 

that our ent:ire cultural heritage radiates from God, the Good, 

lThe Genealogy of Horals_; Preface I VIII. 

2 Zarathustra, I, 7. 
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and the finality of Truth, fewer still have the strength of 

imagination and longing necessary to rise above the bog of 

nihilism to Zarathustra's heights. 

B - The Character of Zarathustra 

"He who no longer finds what is great in God, will 

find it nowhere. He must either deny or create it. 113 --I 

take these words of Nietzsche's to summarize his task and its 

spirit in Zarathustra. Nietzsche's philosophy sta.rts from 

his pexception that man's greatness consists in self-overcoming, 

and in the time of the death of God overcoming cannot consist 

. 4 • 
in any form of transcendence tmvard God, Nlrvana, a.ltru:J_sml 

or the truth. He who longs to overcome the ordinary life of 

the human herd must. create a doctrine of greatness for him-

self, and Thus Spoke Zarathustra is Nietzsche's enchiridion 

of overcoming for the twentieth and twenty-first centuries t
5 

his New Testament. 

This must be kept in mind when searching for the 

structu:r:e of the argument in Zara-thustra. How could his 

3Quoted by Erich Heller, liThe Importance of Nietzsche ll 
I 

'1'he Artist's Journey into .t~1e In-terior r p. 189. 

4The Anti-Christ, 7. 

5The Will to Power; Preface, 2. 
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argument be structured as a chain of logical necessity from 

start to finish, when he is teaching that 10gic6 and mind 

find their raison d'§tre in life and the body, not vice versa, 

and when he is teaching a way of life 1 no't a system of 

philosophy? Zara'thustra must be studied as a doctrine designed 

to communicate to life-furthering instincts when rumina'ted. 

It might to this extent be considered a religious 7 or cultural 

handbook of definitions, descriptions, and inspiration 

comparable to the Torah, The Odys sey 1 John I s Gospel, or I 

especiallYI to the Zoroastrian Avesta. fu~d as these cultural 

and theological epics have their idiosyncratic and appropriate 

structures as they argue, hm'lever dogmatically, for a peculiar 

way of life (cultus) I so does Zarathus-t:-ra. Its unusual form 

does not, mean it is not philosophy or is poorly cons'tructed 

philosophy, but is rather a clue to a new approach to 

philosophy and life created by Nietzsche out of European 

decadence. 

C - A Background for Zarathustra 

What is Nietzsche's new approa,ch to philosophy in 

Zarathustra? Let' me focus on three' i:opics for purposes 

6 1 . . f' f On tle slgnl lcance 0 
Hollingdale's Appendix B in his 
the Idols. 

logic for Nietzsche, see 
translation of Twilight of 

7But Nietzsche definitely doesn't write for faith. 
See '1'he Anti-Christ, 24 and 54 i r~any references in TEe Nill 
to Power; rECce-1fOiUO, Prefa,ce, 4i and Zarathustra, 1-(-22-.--
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of introduction to the Nietzschean perspective: 1) the 

relation of the Nietzschean philosophy to the Critical 

Philosophy of Kant; 2) Nietzsche's hypothesis that truth is 

a woman; and 3) his concern that an heroic "image of man" be 

erected for our age of consumma-te decadence. 

1. Nietzsche and Kant: Nietzsche took it as proven 

by Kant in the Critique of Pure Reason that the intellect 

could not penetrate to the inner reality (noumenon) of things, 

but was only capable of comparing the phenomenal images of 

things as they appear to us -- and not just appear, but are 

reconstructed by the mind. Nietzsche, camel-like,8 took 

upon himself the full bo_rden of the first Critique. 9 He 

expressed his emotion under this burden ':"'1'i the words of Kleist: 

Recently I I became acquainted 'vi th Kan-tian 
philosophy -- and I must nOvl pass on to you one 
of its ideas, since I have no reason to fear it 
will move you as deeply and painfully as it did 
me. We canno-t decide vlhether what we call truth 
is really truth, or whether it merely appears as 
such to us. If the latter is the case, the tru-th 
which we collect here dies with us. and all effort 
to acquire a possession which would follow us to 
the grave is in vain. If the point of this 
thought does not pierce your heart!/, do not smile 
at another who feels himself wounded by it in the 

9 .". th . ds Nietzsche's burden lS expressea l.n e openlng war 
of the Critique of Pure Reason: IIHuman reason has this 

peculiar-fate that in-one- species of its knovlledge it is 
burdened by questions \vhich, as prescribed by the very nature 
of reason itself, it is not able to iqnore, but which, as 
transcending all- i-ts powers, it is also not_ able to answer. n 

(A, vii). 
The task of the overman is to subdue man's eternal 



innermost recesses of his soul. My highest, 
my only goal has disappeared, and I have no 
other. 10 

5 

Kant had destroyed the transcenden·tal foundation for meaning 

created by lYledit.erranean culture by undermining the notion that 

there can be kncivm timeless truths about the essences of 

things. Truth was no longer possible, or, to put it as 

positively as possible, truths are, at best, noble fictions 

d f "" 1"" 11 an super lCla ltles. 

Nietzsche saw that after Kant -- and Kant did not 

create the problem, he demonstra·ted what was already a fact 

a new type of wisdom and honesJcy were needed, a nei-v philosophy 

was needed to guide men of noble passions in their efforts 

of self-overcoming.
l2 

Kant, despite the greatness of his 

first Critique, lacked the new honesty it called for13 because 

in his later vlri tings he inconsistently redemonstrated the 

reali ty of the' God of eternal truth and goodness whose demise 

he had in principle demonstrated in the Transcendental 

and pointless metaphysical hunger, to triumph over it IIwith
out any detriment to the glory of life". Heller, loc.cit. I 

193-94. 

10 1 " d" S h h Fd t C' III K elst quote. In ~c open auer as L uca or, 11. 1 

p. 24. See pp. 23-25 on Kant. 

11 Beyond Good and Evil, 24: Heller, loco cit., 187-88. 

120n ennobling the passions, see Ti,wilight of ·the Idols f 
IlIvlorality as Anti'-Nature ll

, 1. 

13 - I h" t d f "1 On Kant sac. levemen an aI. ure· see 
Christ, 9-12; The Hill to Power, especially 253 
95, 25, 101, 271, -331, 410; and Ecce Homo, "The 
3, and liThe Case of Wagner", 2. -.-----

The l-..nti-
and 414, also 
Unt.imely Ones II 1 
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Aesthetic and Transcendental Imalytic of the first Critique. 

The neVI and courageous honesty implicitly demanded there 

is explicitly called for by Nietzsche: 

The desire for truth i~ itself in need of critiquA. 
Let -this be the definition of my philosophical 
task. By "'lay of experiment I I shall question 
for once the value of truth.14 

2. Supposing truth is a woman: Nietzsche went beyond 

Kant and the phenomena-noumena distinction, recognizing its 

implici t but radical nihilism --- denial of the reality of 

the "real world"; and he revealed to-e groundlessness of 

modern intellect by showing that if 1the II real "vorld" dis-

appearsjthen the apparent world logically must go 'i:vith it. 

We have abolished the real world: 
what world is I-eft? the o.pparent world per
haps? . . But no! wi th the rea.l world we 
have also abolished the apparent world! 

14 

(Mid--day; moment of the shortest shadow i 
end of the longest errori -zenith of 
man-kind; incipit Zarathustra.)15 

Quoted by Heller, loco cit., 187-88. 

l5Tvdlight of the Idols, "How the I Real "I"/"orld I at last 
Became a Myth Ii, 6. On Nietzsche I s rejection of booth sides of 
the Kantian polarity, phenOID8na-noumena, and also of the 
Schopenhauerian polari-ty, idea-viill, see Rose Pfeffer, 
"Eternal Recurrence in Nietzsche I s Philosophy" I Revievv of 
J:.1etaphysics r XIX, 2 (December 1965), 283-84. Nietzsche's 
rejection of such "clumsy" principles is closely related to 
his development of a dynamic theory of causality against 
mechanism (using quanta of energy for units instead of 
quan"ti ties of mat"ter) 1 and Pfeffer takes this up in detail. 
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The old dogmatism must now give up, and its ¢l.ogmas, Truth 

and -ureal world" among the most important of them, will be 

forgotten. The experimental method, with methods for first 

principles, has proven its superiority everyvrhere but in 

h 'l 1 d . t' . 16. . b f P 1 OSOply, an now 1 1S t1me: N1etzscne, y way 0 

experiment, questions the value of truth itself with this 

hypothesis y "supposing truth is a woman -- what then?II. 1 1 

The whole Nietzschean philosophy is grounded on-experiments 

like this, and his character, Zarathustra, symbolizes and 

eInbodies Nie-tzsche' s conception of what a life based on these 

experiments must be like. 

Supposing truth is a woman --- what then? Are 
there not grounds for the suspicion that all 
philosophers, insofar as they were dogmatists, 
have been very inexpert about women? That the 
gruesome seriousness, the clumsy obtrusiveness 
wi th vrhich they have usually approached truth 
so far have been awkward and very improper 
methods for \.yinning a woman I s heart? Wha-t is 
certain is that she has not allowed herself to 
be won -- and today every kind of dogmatism is 
left standing dispirited and discouraged. If 
it is left standing at all! For there are 
scoffers who claim that it has fallen, that all 
dogmatism lies on the ground -- even more, that 
all dogmatism is dying.18 

16The Anti-Christ, 13. 

17 Nietzsche said, IIPerhaps I elm the first psycholog-ist 
of the eternally feminine II (Ecce Homo, IIWhy I Write Such Good 
Books", 5). See also Hollingdale f s translation of Zarathus-tra, 
note 19, p. 34~ referring to Zarathustra, II, 2. 

18 
B~yon?- Good and Evil, Preface. 
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Nietzsche uses this hypothesis-simile in two slightly 

different ways. In Beyond Good and Evil19 it points up the 

clumsiness of the old topics and principles of philosophy 

as tools of inquiry today. All but the most thorough-going 

skeptics are in~pt suitors of truth. Take the example of 

Kant, again: his very great achievemen-t in the Critique of 

Pure Reason is a bit of." gruesome seriousness" and hesitancy 

on the threshold of a whole new horizon. What the philosophy 

of the future (now the present) needs is much intellec-tual 

20 lightness of foot -- and dancing is an importanJc image in 

Zarathustra. Supposing truth Vlere a woman who could be had 

by the old philosophic dogmatisms, who would want her -- and, 

why? 

An example of the other use of t.he hypothesis of the 

femininity of truth is found in Twilight of the Idols, where 

Nietzsche suggests that the meaning of ':loman for man 'ivas the 

meaning invented by man out of his hunger for peace and 

quieting of passion, i.e., he invented an ideal woman figure 

out of his lack of vi tali ty. And Nietzsche further insinuat:es 

the suspicious similarity of European man's lust for his image 

of woman and his love of knowledge;- and that both are impoten-t 

sublimations and alienat~ions from their proper passions. 

19 Ibid ., and 220. 

20 '1' h f t' Id 1 11,.11 t tl G L'" 7 Tw). 19- tone 0 s, vv 'la 1e ermans aCK, . 



Han created woman -- but what out of? Out 
of a rib of his God, 'ot his 'ideal 1

• .21 

The real world, unattainable for the 
moment, bu·t promised to the wise T the pious I the 
virtuous man (Ii to the sinner vlho repents") • 

(Progress of the idea: i t gro~'ls more 
refined; more enticing, more incompre
hensible --- it becomes a woman;. it 
becomes Christian. , .) 22 

9 

The "Heal vwrld Ii of God, the True, and the Good is promised by 

Platonic-Christian culture, but on its terms: subjection of 

body to spirit, of the person to the priest-philosopher, 

interiorization of its values, worship of the Virgin, 

'f 23 castratlon 0- reason. 

Ei ther way, the hypo·thesis leads to one important 

conclusion, verified symbolically in the achievement of . 

Zarathustra. Truth is not there waiting for us; the very 

concept, truth, is a human inventioni and if we lust for 

truth then the individual must invent his own truth. In o·the:c 

words r truth and the "real world H always \'lere and always will 

be human creations, but the form tr~th has taken has been 

life-denying. Zarathustra is Nie"c2sche' s experiment in 

conceiving a life-furthering truth and more than truth, a 

life --- to which truth is subordinate -- o£ overcoming the 

present and given. 

2 . 

21Twilight of the Idols, "Maxims and Arrows"r 13. 

22 b'd ~._., 

23 b'd I~_. , 

"Em" the 'Real World I at last Became a My-th" I 

"Morality as Anti-Nature ll
l 1. 
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The measure of a person's vitality is his ability to 

li ve in a meaningless world wi thou-t succumbing to the 

nihilism of dying Plai.:.onic-Christian culture, by conceiving 

a small truth of his O\vn. 

It is a meaS1..1re of t.he degree of strength 
of will to what ex-ten.t one can do ,,-Ii thout meaning' 
in things, to what ex-tent one can endure to live 
in a meaningless world because one organizes a 
small portion of it oneself.24 

&"1d above the self-created small truth, though it is the 

ground of the individual's being and overcoming, must over-

arch _.- not God I not the Good, and no·t Truth, be it appearance 

or reality -- but the will to ignorance: 

It is not enough that you understand in 
wha-t ignorance man and beast livei you must 
also have and acquire the will to ignorance. 
You need to grasp that 'di thou-t this kind of 
ignorance life itself would be impossible, 
that it is a condition under which alone the 
living thing can preserve itself and prosper: 
a great, firm dome of ignorance must encompass 
you.25 

3. Image of Han: In The Use and Disadvantage of 

History for Life, Niei.:.zsche divides historical scholarship 

into three kinds f an-tiquarian I which merely records i critical, 

which passes judgment, and monumentalistic. 

25 b' ~ 
~~~, 609. 

n Honumen-talistic 
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history concentrates on past heroes in order to confront 

26 contemporary mediocrity with the possibility of greatness. II . 

In another of his Untimely ~ledi tations of that year I 

Schopenhauer as Educa-tor, 1874, he also focused on the need 

to confront society. In that essay he spoke of European 

society's need for educators he gives Rousseau, Goethe, 

and Schopenhauer as examples to gi ve an "imag-e of man II 

to contemporary culture from which individuals might "derive 

27 the incentive to transfigure their own lives". 

There is no doubJc t_hat at the approach of 
periods such as this, humanity is, if any
thing, more in dang-er than iJc is during the 
actual collapse a~d chaotic turmoili and 
that fearful expectation and the greedy 
exploi tation of the momen-t bring out every 
form of cowardice and selfish drive of the 
soul: whereas real emergency, usually 
inspires and improves men. Given these 
dangers of the epoch, who will now be the 
guardians and charrtpions of humanity 1 of that 
inviolable treasure which the most 
heterogeneous races have gradually accumulated'?' 
Who will erect the Image· of I-ian, while everyone 
frees in himself the serpent of selfishness and 
swinish fear, and in this way has fallen away 
from the image into bestiality or even 
automatism?28 

26~"Val ter Kaufmann 1 art. I "Nietzsche, Friedrich IS , 

Encyclopedia of Philosophy, V, 507. 

27S . 1 Ed t cnopenlauer.as uca or, ch. IV, p. 4 0 • 

28L . t oc. Cl • 
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Nietzsche saw his time as part of an era "of atomistic 

chaos" stretching in-to the next two centuries in which public 

morals and mcmners vlOuld be determined by lithe crudest and 

th t f "b' d tl . 1 . 29 e wors orces, USlness an 18 ml ltary. 

Nietzsche la-ter used the world Il nihilism" to describe 

the atomistic chaos and lack of spiritual strength and 

vitality. 

The entire idealism of mankind hitherto 
is on the point of changing suddenly into 
nihilism -- into the belief in absolute worth
lessness, i.e., meaninglessness. 

The destruction of ideals, the new desert; 
new arts by means of which we can endure it, 
we amphibians. 

Presupposition: bravery, patience, no 
"turning back ", no haste to go fonvard I 

(N.B. Zarathustra adopts a parodistic attitude 
to'lvard all former values as a consequence of his 
abundance. ) 30 

The problem for man at that point in history, and still 

today (1970), was that the depths of nihilism had not ye-t 

31 been reached. All around are vain efforts and hopes to 

escape this decline of spirit. And, as he said in 
- - . 

Schopenhauer as Educator, the process of decline saps 

spiri tual v~ tali ty much more than the cha_os at the end IOf 

the decline which could be an inspiration for creating new 

29 Ib i d. I p. 39. 

30The will to Power, 617. 

31Ib id., 2 8 • 
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values on the rubble of the 010.. 32 

Nietzsche will take this theme up inZarathustra 

in 1883, and will have Zarathustra descend fr0111 the heights 

of his vision and aspiration into the incomplete nihilism 

of the world to reveal to a few follo\'lers the complete 

nihilism in germ in the decline of Western values and order , 

that seeing total nihilism they and he might rise above their 

times and, while the old era is still declining, create a 

radically new set of values. And radically new means: beyond 

g~od and evil, beyond the distinction that was the key-stone 

of the chaos-producing Platonic-Christian value system. 

The educator forms an image of man to inspire 

.individuals to transcend their times. This is the hero of 

monumen-tctlistic history that Niet.zsche spoke of in '1'he Use 

and Disadvantage of History for Life. But even there he 

saw the need for an ideal for his hero, a transcendent 

standard of self-overcoming, a suprahistorical man "who does 

not envisage salvation in the process but for whom the \'lOrld 

is finished in every single moment . .What could ten new 

years teach that the past could not teach".33 Nietzsche 

evaluated the principal educators of the :modern era of 

nihilism and found them wanting. In their place he self-

32 h' NoJce t e lmage of convalescence in Zarathus'tra. 

33Kaufmann, loco cit., quoting Nietzsche. See also 
Zarathustra, II, 13 (end). 



consciously proposed himself as the ultimate educator, and 

made Zarathustra his hero and image of man, and created 

beyond him the overman. A.l1d the characters of Zarathustra 

and Nietzsche ultimately blend. Nietzsche's most untimely 

meditation, Thus Spoke ZarathusJcra, could be subti-tled, 

Nietzsche (or Zarathustra) as Educator. 34 

14 

34Kaufmann quotes Nietzsche:" .in Schopenhauer 
as Educator my inmost history. .is inscribed. . actually 
not 'Schopenhauer as educator' but ... 'Nietzsche as 
educator' is described. "Nietzsche, 3rd ed. 
(Princeton University Press, 1968) I p. 160, quoting from 
Ecce H02EO 1 "The Untimely Ones II, 3. 



CHAPTKR II 

THE STRUCTURE OF THE ARGUMENT IN 

THUS SPOKE ZARATHUS'l'RA 

A - The Probl~m of the Structure of Zarathustra 

However much Nietzsche limited the powers of reason 

and logic, and subordinated them to unconscious life forces, 

nonetheless he laid great stress on being logical, and he 

found too little logic in the thinking and writing of 

modern philosophers. He criticizes the Germans for their 

inabili ty to think and write wi -th logi cal clarity, and 

called Kant "that most deformed conceptual cripple there has 

1 ever been". Besides this concern for logic, he was greatly 

concerned with style: "My sense of style, of the epigram 

as style, was awakened almost instantaneously on coming into 

contact with ~allust . .One will recognize iIi my'writings, 

even in my Zarathustra, a very serious ambi-tion for Roman 

style, for the 'aera p~rennius' in style".2 Yet for all his 

professed concern with these matters, many readers of 

Zarathustra find it curiously lacking booth logical and 

stylistic coherence. 

lTwilight of the Idols v "What the Germans Lackll, 7. 

2Ibid ., "What I Owe to the Ancients", 1. 

15 
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For example, the German-ArClerican Nietzsche scholar, 

Walter Kaufmann, says, 

Thus Spoke Zarathustra .•• contains the 
firs-t compre:~ensi ve stat.ement of Nietzsche's 
mature philosophy. Nietzsche called it "the 
most profound book l1 of world literature . 
It is widely considered Nietzsche's magnum 
opus . .Magnificence alternates with 
parodies, epigrams with dithyrambs, wit with 
bathos. Part IV derides the holy mass, as 
well as various types of men who were attracted 
to Nietzsche's philosophy. Unlike the first 
three parts, it relates a continous story. It 
is full of l_augh-ter, some at Zarathus-tra' s 
expense. Philosophically, there is an utter 
lack of sustained argument r bu-t Nietzsche I s 
later works support and deve-lop the same ideas 
wi th attention to detail and ramifica-tions. 3 

It is curious that Kaufmann values Nietzsche's later works 

so much higher than Zarathustra, and that many readers find 

the former works more profound than the latter r while in 

those later works Nietzsche himself values Zarathustra as his 

greatest creation. 

The problem of understanding Zarathustra r once one 

has some sympathy for Nietzsche's ideas in his other 

writings, is primarily the problem of seeing a structure in 

it -- how to make Zarathustra translate itself into a mental 

shape, one shape, instead of remaining r as it often appears, 

a mere collection of repititious and disconnected aphorisms. 

3Kaufmannr "Nietzsche, Friedrich", Encyclopedia of 
Philosophy, V, 509. 
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I believe the problem is tha-t of thinking' a multi-dimensional 

logic rather than a merely one-dimensional, or linear-

sequential, logic; of thinking an area rather than a line, 

spatially rather than linearly, and looking for a logical 

atmosphere rather than a mere chail"i of syllogisms. 

B - Nietzsche's Anti-Systemism 

In chapter I, I sketched a background for viewing 

Nietzsche's philosophy as expressed in Zarathustra. The 

points I made there might seem to have to do with content 

more than structure, but these two are inseparable in the: 

mature philosophy of Nietzsche. 

The dea-th of God, for example I has an immediate 

struc-tural meaning for anyone who 'i-vould perceive it as a 

fact and, who would go on to 'i-vri te his philosophy. Once 

God's death is confirmed and appreciated, all focus goes out 

of life and reason. In neither content nor form can 

philosophy describe a pyramid reaching from the shadows to 

the One, or a microcosmic circle of truth as in the 

4 philosophies of Aquinas and Hegel. If focus can be put 

back into philosophy in the time of lthe death of God, then 

it must be on a terrestrial point, an ideal of natural 

4Sed contra: Cardinal Newman's diametrically opposed 
vie'iVs on both the structure and content of philosophy are 
beautifully described in A. Dvlight Culler, '1'he Imperial 
Intellect (New Haven: Yale Uni versi -ty Press r 1955). 
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perfec-tion not claiming supernature. And if the totality of 

meaning cannot be said to be in one being, then a compre-

hensive philosophy in an architectonic form is ruled out on 

principle. Even Zarathustra1s philosophy of the overman 

must be a small truth within a great dome of ignorance. 

Further, the architectonic style, or even just an 

extended syllogistic sequence, seems to do scant justice to 

multi-face-t.ed reality if one values intellectual lightness of 

foot. IIThinking has to be learned the way dancing has to be 

learned, ~ a form of dancing . .being able to dance with 

the feet, with concepts, with words: do I still have to say 

that one has to be able to dance with the pen '-- that writing 

5 has to be learned?1I If truth must be created out of one's 

fullness, or won without being violated, can the clumsy 

dogmatic-architectonic philosophies succeed? 

Nietzsche clarified his . .objection to the old forms 

of systematization, and tied together with his objections 

some of his main doctrines, in this one statement: 

There are schematic minds, those which hold 
a thought complex to be truer when it can be 
inscribed in previously designed schemes or 
tables of categories. '1'here are countless self
deceptions here. Bu-t the fundamenta.l prejudice 
is:- that order, perspicuity, system must belong 
to the true being of things, conversely that dis
order, the chaotic, uncalculable appear only in 
a false or incompletely known world -- is an error 
in short --: which is a moral prejudice derived 
from the fact that the truthful, trustworthy 
man is wont to be a man of order, or maxims, and 
in general something calculable and pedantic. 

5'I'l.vilight of the Idols r lIWhat the Germans Lack II I 7. 



But it ·is quite indemonstrable that the nature 
[an sichJ of things behaves according to this 
recipe for a model official.6 

The order Nietzsche objected to was the abstract, logical, 

and common sense order of most philosophers and officials. 
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Nietzsche wanted an idea of order and style that corresponded 

to the richness of nature and not just to abstract categories. 

Let us not hide and spoil the actual way 
in which our thoughts have occured to us. The 
profoundest and least exhaus·ted books will most 
likely always have something of b'1.e aphoristic 
and sudden character of Pascal's Pensees. The 
driving forces and valuations are-far beneath 
the surfacei what emerges is an effect.7 

But Nietzsche's advocacy of a style that captures the actual 

way in which our thoughts occur to us, ana particularly their 

sudden character, might seem to advocate fragmentariness of 

style and structurelessness, and thus e~~lain why he could 

justify himself in writing Zarathustra in an apparently 

piecemeal style. Hmvever, he explicitly rejects fragmentariness: 

We have no right to isolated thoughts, whether 
truthful or erroneous. Our thoughts should grow 
out of our values with the same necessi·ty as the 
fruit out of the tree. Our yeas and nays, our 
ifs and buts should all be intimately related and 
bear testimony to one will, one health, one soil, 
one sun. Supposing you find these fruits un
palatable? What concern is that of the trees 
-- or of us, the philosophers?8 

6Quoted in George Allen Horgan, What Nietzsche Heans 
(New Yor};:: Harper Torchbooks, 1965i .original edition 1941), 
p. 21. 

7The Will to Power, 424, quoted in and translated by 
Horgan, op.-.£it" p. 22. 

8The Genealogy of Ho~als, Preface Jr 2. 
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In other words I Nietzsche strove for an organic structure 

in his writings l a vindication of the Aristotelian "art 

immitates nature", the Nietzschean philosophy being an art 

of the firs·t order I a creating of truJchs where there WetS only 

nature and opinion. 

In approaching the problem of struct.ure in Zarathus·tra 

I have emphasized the richer part of the Nietzschean philosophy 

by relating the problem to his main philosophical tendencies, 

and then relating them to the problem in his own terms. 

9 However, Professor Kaufmann emphasizes another aspect, one 

that is particularly relevant to Zarathustra. Before 

Nietzsche used "nihilism"'to characterize his age and the 

coming centuries, he spoke of them as Ildecadent", that iS I 

declining in natural vitality and virtn. And typical of 

these times is a peculiar style of decadence. 

What is the mark of every li·terary decadence? 
That life no longer resides in the whole. The 
word becomes sovereign and leaps out of the 
sentence, the sentence reaches out and obscures 
the meaning of the pagel and the page comes to 
life at the e)~ense of the whole -- the whole is 
no longer a whole. This, however l is the 
simile of every style of decadence: every time 
there is an anarchy of atoms.l.O 

But Nietzsche I as \vould be expected knowing his other 

doctrines, saw that this style was all his time could produce, 

9Nietz~~he, ch. 2. 

10Ibid., p. 73 , quoting Nie·tzsche. 
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it was historically necessary, and he took it-- and its 

larger implications, as expressed in "the dea-th of God" --

as the only metaphysical ground available on w-hich to build. 

!He \'lent down into the sty'le of decadence just as Zarathus-tra 

wen-t down from the moun-tain (i. e., with the same necessity 

11 
of the sun's going down ) f to give to those depths his 

fullness and to be nourished and reinvigorated by the danger. 

Kaufmann doesn't bring out the thema-tic parallel of 

Zarathustra's down-going with the style· of decadence, but 

h~ does point out that Nietzsche's ~Istyle of decadence' is 

methodically employed in the service of Nietzsche's 

'experimentalism' . . .Each aphorism or sequence of 

aphorisms ... may be considered as a thought experiment".12 

And as for Zarathustra, we can regard each chapter as either 

a new experiment of Nietzsche's or the record of an old and 

important one ,one he had lived"· 

The aphoristic-experimental style is Nietzsche's 

experiment in laying the foundations for a philosophy of the 

future (though he al\'lays remembered his debt to Pascal's 

style and cormni tment) . 

llzarathustra, Prolo~ue, 1. 

12Kaufmann, Nietzsche, p. 85. 
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A new species of philosophers is coming up . . . 
these philosophers of the future rright require in 
justice, perhaps also in injustice, to be called 
attempters tVersucher I at-tempters or experimenters]. 
This name is only an at-tempt and, if one prefers I 
a temptation [VersuchungJ' .13 

Philosophy mus,t be aphoristic and experimental because lIevery 

philosophy is a foreground philosophy", that is, there is 

something arbitrary and 'very suspicious in why the philosopher 

asks such and such a question, and not another, or only goes 

ILl. 
,so far here, and into great detail there~ - Philosophy is_ thus, 

for all its apparent depth, condermed to superficiality and 

a very small truth. Therefore, Nietzsche says, 

r treat problems as r would a cold swim 
quickly into them and quickly out again. That 
in this way one does not get .•. deep enough 
down, that is the superstition ..• of the 
en:effiies of the cold water, they speak without 
experience. 15 

Scholars and philosophers are willing enough, sometimes, too 

dive deep if the waters are warm and comfortable. Nietzsche's 

irony is simultaneously hilarious, and frightening in its 

demand. 

13 r - . d 
~., p. 86. 

14 Beyond Good and Evil, 289. 

lSKaufmann, Ni~tzsche, p. 87, quoting The Joyful 
Wisdom, 381. As for Nietzsche's "shallowness ll

, Ernest Jones, 
in his biography of Freud, said Freud "several times said 
of Nietzsche that he had a more penetrating knowledge of him
self than any other man who ever lived or ",las ever likely to 
live". Quoted by Kaufmann, IINietzsche, Friedrich ll

, 

Encyclopedia of Philosophy, V, 505. 
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C - Nietzsche's Style and to Whom it is Addressed 

According to Zarathustra all former Redeemer-myths 

were full of holes, and these intellectual holes were pasted 

overl.vith "God" .16 The various religions all have their 

II ruling idea" but lack a I!subtle soul",17 that is, a coherent 

philosophy that doesn't need to fill up holes with super-

natural facts. But men, even the "higher men" who are 

closest to Zarathustra, seem to need an inspired teacher 

and scripture, and a goal, and that is what Nietzsche· gave 

us in Thus Spoke Zara-thustra. Like .the gospels it speaks 

"in 18 the clearest parables", but unlike the earlier scriptures 

its authority as scripture, its inspiration, comes from. and 

1S attested by its philosophical radicalism and coherence 

and its philosophical coherence overcomes the fragmentari-

ness of earlier revelations. But to whom is this ne,,'1 gospel 

addressed? Who can hear it? 

Like any scripture Zarathustra speaks only to those 

who have ears to hear. And this is·the problem under 

discussion: how can Zarathustra be heard as a unified ;''1hole 

16 . Zarathustra, II, 4. Cf. Ecce Homo f "Why I Arn So 
Clever", 1: "God is a gross answer, an indelicacy against 
us thinkers". 

17 Zarathustra, II, 22, 1. 

18 Zarathustra, II, 7. 
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philosophy? Thomas Mann pointed out that Nietzsche was an 

lIear-man II rather than an "eye-man", noting that \.;rhile 

Nietzsche was so passionately in-teres-ted in music, as 

listener, composer, and player, he had almost no interest in 

19 graphic and plastic arts. If we are to ask how Nietzsche 

formed Zarathustra, we certainly must take as a clue that 

Nietzsche was an "ear-man", and liable to lIorchestrate" his 

philosophical writing -- and, to the extent tha-t we imagine 

he must have had a visual component in his style, we can 

think that he "choreographed ll Zarathustra. 

Many passages in Zarathustra that are normally 

examined only for the content of Nietzsche's teaching also 

can be interpreted structurally or formally for clues to the 

form of Nietzsche's philosophy, and for the meaning of his 

forms. For example, 

I call it evil and misanthropic, all 
this teaching about the one and the perfect 
and the unmoved and the sufficient and the 
intransitory. 

All that is intransitory -- that is but 
an image. And the poets lie too much. 

But the best images and parables' should 
speak of time and becoming: they should be 
a eulogy and a justification of all 
transitoriness.20 

The doctrine or content of Zarathustra's teaching is fairly 

clear here: the subs·tance of reality is temporal, and Being 

19Thomas Mann, Past Mast.ers (Freeport, New York: 
Books for Libraries Press; 1968), p. 142. 

20 Zarathustra, II, 2. 
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is Becoming. But the last sentence quoted does more than 

just re-emphasize the first, it itself teaches that a 

temporally based philosophy at its best should take on the 

form of time and beings-in-time, or have a time signature 

as a piece of music does. 

To take on the form of time means much more than to 

progress through a sequence. Any writing must do that, and 

the bulk of written philosophy progresses, from the beginning 

of a book to its end, as a simple linear flow, attaining, at 

best, syllogistic precision, but lacking a peculiar rhythm 

and emotion. Martin Heidegger discovered the importance of 

the temporal rhythm of beings as the key to Being in 

Nietzsche, and appreciated the unity of form and content in 

Nietzsche's central work. commenting on the Nietzschean 

theme that appeared as the subtitle of Ecce Homo, "How One 

Becomes What One Is", Heidegger says, "Zarathustra must first 

of all become who he is. Zarathustra recoils in horror from 

this becoming. That horror pervades the entire ,york [Thus 

Spoke ZarathustraJ . .That horror determines the style, 

the hesitant and ~onstantly arreste~ course of the entire 

book ll
•
2l This "hesitant and constantly arrested" rhythm is a 

large part of the philosophical meaning of the four part 

21Hartin Heidegger, "Who is Nietzsche's Zarathustra'?" , 
translated by Bernd Magnus, The F.eview of_ I1etaphysics, XX, 
414. 



symphony, Thus Spoke Zarathustra. 

And in Zarathustra the economical Roman aphoristic 

form finds new perfection. However compelling Pascal's 

Pensees might be, they lack the unity of form and content 

that Zarathustra possesses. H81derlin ' s Hyperion (1797)22 

attains it, and its philosophy and rhythm are strikingly 

similar to Zarathustra, but Zarathustra excels even it in 

philosophical integration of structure and doctrine. 

Nietzsche himself saw the difficulty of others 

understanding Zarathustra, after he had published it. In 

Beyond Good and Evil (1886, two years after Zarathustra 

appeared) he wrote, 

It is hard to be understood, especially when 
one thinks and lives g~ng~srotgati [as the 
River Ganges flOlvs] among men_\vho think and 
live differ~ntly -- namely, kurmagati [as a 
turtle moves], or at best "the vlay frogs 
walk ", mand&agati (I obviously do everything 
to be "hard to understand II myself!) -- and . 
one should be cordially grateful for the good 
will to some subtlety of interpretation.23 

26 

Unlike the prudent and moderate bourgeois, Nietzsche lived 

and thought and wrote like the Gange$: filling to overflowing, 

rushing forward mercilessly, then subsiding to a very slow 

and level flow, only to flood anew. The image of the rhythm 

22H81derlin was a great infl~ence on Nietzsche and 
Heidegger. 

23 Beyond Good and Evil, 27. 
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of the Ganges suits the thought and structure of Zarathustra. 

Zarathustra's most abysmal thought, in which the whole book 

finds its meaning, is of the eternal recurrence of the same, 

the recurrence of the same moments and situations because 

the only energy available is already given and finite. The 

structure of Zarathustra begins as a sea full of themes and 

images (IIZ arathustra's Prologue") 1 the four Parts unfold in 

a series of crescendos and diminuendos, with their high point, 

p·erhaps, at the beginning of Part IIi; but with the same 

themes and images criss-crossing, joining,. disappearing and 

reappearing throughout all four parts. 

Nietzsche chastizes the Germans for their lack of 

a "third ear" for readi!lg and writing, and stresses that the 

art of reading and "ltlri ting is the art of understanding tempo. 

They don't have an ear for tempo or art in writing, "and 

thus the strongest contrasts of style go unheard, and the 

24 
subtlest artistry is wasted as on the deaf;" Nietzsche 

recognizes the waste of his own style. He sees himself as 

one '\'1ho handles his language like a flexible rapier, feeling 

from his arm down to his toe the dangerous delight of the 

quivering, over-sharp blade that.desires the bite, hiss l 

t
Il 25 cu . Nietzsche's style continues to go to waste in 

24 Beyond Good and Evil, 246. 

25 Loc. cit. 
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several ways: there are those who are put off by it and 

find nothing but raving; others find a few interesting 

doctrines, such as the death of God and eternal recurrence, 

amid the raving; others call it literature or poetry, and 

at best only secondarily philosophy. Almost none of the 

writers on Zarathustra recognize it as a triu.mph of 

philosophical art, unifying form and content in one meaning, 

a meaning call it eternal recurrence! or the overman -- which 

is taught as much by the structure itself as by the content. 

Zarathustrals structure of short units, in alternately 

rising and falling flO\'1, with complex intertwining of 

i.magery and philosophical themes, Nietzsche calls (by 

impli.cation) a "bold and merry tempo (which leaps over and 

obviates all dangers in things and words) It, the language full 

of "daring nuances Of . free-spirited thoughtl1! buffoon 

and satyr's language, opposed t.o "every-thing ponderous, viscous, 

II d I . d 2 6 b ff lk and solemnly clumsy an ong-vnnde. . By u oon-ta 

he means the high seriousness of Aristophanes and 

petronius. 27 Recall the buffoon in "Zarathustrals Prologue U 

who jumps over the admirable but too conscientious tight-

rope walker, and kills him;28 and Nietzsche's autobiographical 

chara.cterization of his destiny, to be the.buffoon who 

26 Beyond Good and Evil, 28. 

27 . t Loc. Cl • 

28"1 P I 6 Za.ratDustra, ro ogue, . 



announces the most terrible truth: God's obituary and the 

eternal recurrence of the same. 

I do not want to be a holy man; sooner 
even a buffoon. -- Perhaps I am a buffoon. 
-- Yet in spite of that -- or rather not in 
spi te of i-t, because so far nobody has been 
more mendacious than holy men -- the truth 
speaks out of me. -- Bu-t my truth is 
terrible; so far one has called lies 
truth. 29 

In Ecce Homo (written in 1888) Nietzsche analyses 

his life and writings. He clearly saw Zarathustra as his 

greatest achievement and the greatest work of literature 

30 and philosophy of t.he modern era. In Ecce Homo we have 

much of the problem of why Zarathustra has been so hard to 

understand analysed for us, and at least the beginning of 

an answer to the questions posed earlier, To whom is 

Zarathustra addressed? and Who can hear it2 

Keep in mind that Nietzsche subtitled Zarathustra, 

29 

"A Book for Everyone and No Oneil. That is why the question, 

v-Jho can hear it, who can receive it, who can understand it? 

is crucial, for it is addressed to everyone, but Nietzsche 

knew_ when writing it that there would be few who could 

understand it. And his later experiences, recorded in ECce 

Homo, indicate there were few indeed. 

29Ecce Homo, "Why I Am a Destinyll, 1. 

30 Ibid ., Preface, 4. 



It is no fanatic that speaks here [in 
ZarathustraJ; this is not "preaching"; no 
faith is demanded here; from an infinite 
abundance of light and depth of happiness 
falls drop upon drop, vlOrd upon word • . 
Slch things reach only the mos-t select. 
It is a privilege without equal to be a 
listener here. Nobody is free to have 
ears for Zarathustra.31 

And later in Ecce Homo he qualifies the stwtitle of 

Zarathustra: it is "for Everyone", 

Ahlays presupposing that there are 
ears -- that there are those capable and 
worthy of the same pathos, tha-t there is no 
lack of those to whom one may corl1ID.unicate 
oneself. -- By Zarathustra;--for example, is 
still looking for those -- alas, it will 
have to keep looking for a long time yet! 
-- One must be worthy of hearing him. -

And until then there will be nobody to 
understand the art that has been squandered 
here ... The art of the great rhythm, the 
great style of long periods t.o e:h'P:r~ess a 
tremendous up and down of subliITB, of super
human passion .... 32 

30 

Nietzsche does not mean .. here 1 tha-t to understand Zara'thus'tr: a 

one must have a special aesthetic bent or training that will 

open up his art to them. Rather only those who are "capable 

and worthy of the same pathos" as Zarathustra will be able 

to understand Nietzsche's new philosophical style. Only those 

who groove ~n reality as Zarathustra does; who suffer and 

31 . Loc. Clt. 

32 Ibid . 1 "Why I 'ItiTri te Such Good Books", 4. 
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rejoice in the eternal recurrence of the same things with 

Zarathustra's own passion, are open to the Nietzschean style. 

Nietzsche thus remarks about his style, 

To corrrrnunicate a stater an inward tension 
of pathos, by means of signs, including 
the tempo of these signs -- tha-t is the meaning 
of every style. .Good is any style that 
really communicates an inward state, that 
makes no mistake about the signs, the tempo 
of the signs, the gestures . .33 

The signs -- and by ext.ension ( the metaphors I themes I 

personification, and even doctrines -- the signs, the tempo 

and the gestures, intonations r and postures suggested by the 

tempo: all these coherently coriliined become the structure 

of a peculiar atmosphere, the world, inscape, or lIinward 

tension of pathosll of Zarathustra into which anyone may enter, 

if he can. And such an ability has one principal prerequisite, 

through-going dissatisfaction with "present-day man" and his 
... -

34 35 ideal, the ultimate man, and the "great healthll to over-

come the present out of love for the overman. -- ]\~nd to 

understand the subtle meaning of this ilphysiological pre-

supposition ll
, remember Nietzsche's Ql.vn very bad health, and 

33 . Loc. Clt. 

34 h P 1 5. Zarat ustra, ro ogue, 

35 II h S k Z th t- " 2 Ecce Homo, T us po e ara us_ra, . 
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the theme of "convalescence" in Zarathustra. 36 

D - Toward a Structural Understan<?,.ing of Zarathustr'a: 

Nietzsche's Imagery 

I have utilized the conven"tional distinction be"tween 

"form" and "con"tent": they are normally taken as extremes; 

in be"tween is the II style n, combining various degrees of formal 

and content components, according to this model, and 

"structure" would equate with form, or be the purely formal 

aspect of style. 

Zarathustra is commonly treated as if its form were 

literary, and its content were philosophical. Ny point is 

that Zarathustra is philosophy in content r style, and form, 

while at the same time being great literature through and 

through as well. I'm Ii t"tle concerned vli th explaining the 

principal doctrines -- content -- of Zarathustra; I have just 

treated Zarathustra's style (negatively, in Chapter II, B, and 

in general in II, C); and nOVI I want to treat the structure. 

IlThe Structure of the Argumen"t" in Zara"thustra is under 

que~tion: I will mainly explain that there is a philos'ophical 

structure in Zarathustra, shmV' what it is (in outline), show 

its philosophical significance, and argue that, should there 

be any doubt, Zarathustra constitutes a sustained argument also. 

36zarathustra, III, 13, ,and see Ecce 'Homo, "Why I Am 
so Wise", 2; "Human, AII-Too-Human", 4; etc. 
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In moving from an unders-tanding of Nietzsche I s style 

and trying to comprehend the structure ofZarathustra, 

Nietzsche I s choice of images -_:can be more revealing than his 

explici t sta-tements regarding the proper style for his philo-

sophy., A pers.on I s imagery always reveals more than the ex-

plici t:. conten-t of his speech or writing I and a poe-t is particu-

larly conscious of hmo, he chooses his images. I will proceed 

on the assumption that Nie-tzsche I s imagery is there to be 

fully exploited in understanding particular problems of his 

mature philosophy -- fully exploited, that is, within the con

o 37 text of his thought, and with careful analysls. 

The Horatian ode I \'vhich Nietzsche admired so highly I 

he called a "mosaic" of words, in which each part of the 

mosaic -- as sound, as locus, as concept -- shines on the 

parts nearby and thus contributes to the brilliance and unity 

of the whole. 38 If ZarathusJcra seems fragmentary -- and 

thus, to use Nietzsche's judgement, decadent -- perhaps it 

is a mosaic, and we are looking at the pieces too closely 

to see that they are each complementary parts of a whole, 

held together by one theme. 

The best example of the mosaic image of the structure 

371 was persuaded to make this assumption largely by 
the suggestiveness of Nie-tzsche' s imagery, and partly by 
Caroline Spurgeon, Shakespeare I s Image~-y and What It Tells Us 
(New York: Hacmillan I 1935) I chapter 1. 

3 8 0 I 0 1 t f th I d 1 T"-lJ. 19:1 0 e o_s, "Hhat I Owe to the Ancien-ts", 
1. 
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of Zarathustra is Zarathustra, Part I (after the prologue) . 

All the twenty-two chapters are different mosaic segments of 

the theme of modern man's decadence qua fragmentariness. 

Zarathustra gives his teaching in the town called The Pied 

COWl and image's 'such as "pied ll
, "motley", and " spot-ted ll are 

common. But Nietzsche's tl,venty-two fragments represent a 

fully-conscious down-going into fragmentariness and decadence, 

only 11:0 overcome it by turning the twenty-bovo fragments into 

a unified mosaic. The literary integrity of Part I is 

thus -trans-fragrnentary because the same unifying theme is 

suggested by each chapter, and this literary overcoming of 

literary decadence ipso facto teaches and illustrates in 

fact, becomes and is -- an instance of the philosophy of 

overcoming modern spiritual chaos. 

"Diamond ll is a more complex structural metaphor, 

but essentially similar to "mosaic ll
• "I"1y whole Zar'a-thustra 

is a di thyrarob on soli tude or, if I have been understood I 

on cleanliness . .-- Those who have eyes for colors will 

compare it to a diamond. ,,39 The IIcleanlinessll is in contrast 

to the filth of the resentment of the masses: diamond 

cleanliness opposed to motley decadence. A diamond is 

faceted and spectroscopic, but its many sides and colors are 

39Ecce Homo, IIWhy I Am So vJise" , 8. See also 
Ecce Homo, "The Gay Science II • 
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the antithesis 6f the spotted, motley, and fragmented aspect 

of the rabble Nietzsche claims to escape from and overcome 

in his solitude. And Zarathustra can be read, if it is read 

40 carefully, II the way good old philologists read their Horace", 
I ~ 

as a diamond-unity of one hundred and seventy-four facets, 

the chapters and their subsections. 

The images of crossing-over, "b:cidge" and "tight-

rope II r which appear in Zara-thustra from the prologue onward, 

suggest a literary-philosophical structure for crossing over. 

"Vlan is a bridge ll
, "man is a rope n

, "man is something to be 

overcome": thus speaks Zarathustra, and the very structure 

of Zarathustra teaches the same. Zarathustra can be seen as 

a linear structure which crosses over from The Pied Cow to 

the will to power, and again from there to eternal recurrence, 

etc. 

Nietzsche very often compares his philosophizing 

to living on mounJcain peaks I and even to jumping from peak 

to peak -- remerooer also his love for living in the Alps. 

His images of mountains and mountain peaks gets right to the 

core of his concept of the intellectual life. In Ecce Homo 

he wrote, 

40 Ecce Homo, "Why I Write Such Good Books", 5. 



Those who can breathe the air of my 
\vri tings know that it is an air of the heights, 
a strong air. One must be made for it. Other
wise there is no small danger that one may catch 
cold in it. The ice is near, the solitude 
tremendous -- but how calmly all things lie 
in the light! How freely one breathes! How 
much one feels beneath oneself! 

Philosophy, as I have so far understood 
and lived it, means living voluntarily among 
ice and high mountains -- seeking out everything 
strange and questionable in existence, everything 
so far placed under a ban by morality.4l 

And a little further on he calls Zarathustra, "the book 

that is truly characterized by the air of the heights ll
•
42 
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And in "Of neo_ding and Hri ting" in Zarathustra r ZarathusJcra 

says, 

He who writes in blood and aphorisms 
does not want to be read, he wants to be 
learned by heart. 

In the mountains t.he shortest route 
is from peak to peak, but for that you 
must have long legs. Aphorisms should be 
peaks, and those to whom they are spoken 
should be bi~ and tall of stature.43 

Later Ir in The Anti-Christ, Nietzsche says, "Z arathustra is 

a sceptic . .Hen of convic-tion simply do not come into 

consideration \vhere the fundamentals of value and disvalue 

are concerned. Convictions are prisons. They do not see 

far enough, they do not see things beneath them. " 44 

41 Ecce Homo, Preface, 3. 

42 Loc. cit., 4. 

43zarathustra, I, 7. 

44 . 54 Sectlon . 

. . .. ------- - -- - - ---, ---------- -.---.------------,--
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What all these quotations from Nietzsche about 

mountains and mountain peaks and looking down add up to is 

this: tho.t Nietzsche writes from peak to peak, from aphorism 

to aphorism, not for those who simply read, looking for 

protracted logical argumen'ts, but for those who can jump from 

peak ·to peak and \vho want to learn by heart' -- those for whom 

d o 0 0 f~o 0 t flo 45 d angerous Jumplng lS a more e LlClen way 0- earnlng, an 

who less want ·to look up and learn and would rather look dovm 

ar:J,d evaluate, order, and rank all that is beneath them. 

Nietzsche's philosophy in concept and fOLJm speaks clearly only 

to those who are above the multitude and confiden·t of their 

b OlO 46 own no l lty. The lively tempo and jumpy structure -- jumpy, 

that is, when seen up close, from aphorism to aphorism, para-

graph to paragraph, and even chapter to chapter, but there the 

jumping ends and the four parts flow smoothly together 

-- complement and complete Zarathustra's character and teaching. 

Nietzsche's philosophy, especially in his later works, is a 

unity of life, concepts, style, and. structures. 

I could go one and on showing hO'i'\i Nietzsche's own 

imagery, and especially some of the key images in Zarathustra, 

45 "To you, the bold venturers and adventurers . . .who 
are intoxicated by riddles, who take pleasure in twilight. 
where you can guess you hate to calculate • "Zarathustra, 
III, 2, 1. -----

.- .~. ----- --.......... __ ._ .. --.--.... ---.-~-
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imply a unity of structure and content that was uniquely 

important to Nietzsche among philosophers. Bu-t to the 

images of linear unity, jumping, and mosaic or multi-faceted 

iunity I will add just one more type of image, the organic, 

which is a pregnant clue to the problem of finding a 

structure in Zarathustra; and I will single out one organic 

image as being particularly vivid: "blood Ii • ~V"i th this image 

I can complete and recapitulate my earlier points. 

The firs-t Part of Zarathustra is unified by the theme 

~f integrity -- Zarathustra's own goal of psychic integration 

of his noble aspirations, as contrasted there to the_ ~rag-

mentariness of the modern psyche. Nietzsche felt it important 

enough to include a chapter on reading and writing in this 

Part. Zarathustra speaks: 

Of all writings I love only that which is 
written with blood. Write with blood: and you 
will discover that blood is spirit. 

It is_not an easy thing to understand 
unfamiliar blood: I hate the reading idler. 

He who knows the reader, does nothing 
further for the reader. Another century of 
readers -- and spirit itself will stink. 

That everyone can learn to read will 
ruin in the long run not only writing, but 
thinking too. 

Once spirit was God, then it became man, 
and now it is even becoming mob. 

He who writes in blood and aphorisms does 
not want to be read, he wants to be learned 
by heart.47 

47 Zarathustra, If 7. 
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He continues, as quoted earlier, about philosophizing and 

writing "from peak to peakll. Note that Nietzsche intimately 

connects or identifies spirit, blood, thinking, reading, 

writing l etc. He "vri-tes It'd th blood -- and pumping furiously: 

each Part was finished in ten days -- that is the pathos of 

Zarathustra. But the blood Nietzsche "vrote Zarathustra 

with did not pump only in the writer, it is there in his book, 

in the tempo, in its spiritual purity and severity, and in 

the structure. Blood is our most vivid image of organic being, 

a thing structured organically. That is how Zarathustra 

is structured. It is a complex of "organs", the chapters, 

each one contributing to the vitality of the whole, and 

each one being a peculiar relation to each otl1.er organ -- that 

is I each chapter to some ex-t.ent takes its life and significance 

from association with each other chapter in the book, and 

not just from its two contiguous chapters. This structure 

thereby imparts a particularly vivid life to the thought 

of Zarathustra. Zarathustra has one blood in COITLTUOn with all 

i·ts chapters. Kaufmann, quoted earlier, complained that 

Zarathustra utterly lacks sustained argument. But, certainly, 

blood (in the sense here under consideration) is the 

greatest argument. For example, compare the gospels: that 

they have argued a case \vi th t.he greatest effect is undeniable . .. 
And the gospels I effec·t is due to the unifying and vivifying 

blood of Jesus connecting their various uni·l:s. His blood 

was his spirit. Nietzsche's blood is, according to 
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Nietzsche, far more vivifying because it is not the blood 

of a martyr, and is the spirit of the earthl not heaven. 

Whereas the Holy Ghost was the advocate (paraclete) of eternal 

truth, Zarathustra is the advocate of life and eternal 

recurrence. 

E - Is There an Argument ln Zarathustra? 

After a thorough study of Zarathus-tra, Kaufmann IS 

complaint is incomprehensible to me, unless he is strE~ssing 

that Zarathus'cra just ;Lsn I t an argument 1 however coherent I 

unified, and persuasive that book might otherNise be. 

What defines a speech or writing as argument perhaps 

is ambiguous, but Zarathustra can be defended as arg'ument 

if appeal is allm'1ed to Aristotle IS explana-tions in the first 

two chapters of his Rhetoric. However, Aristotle's 

explanations can be of only limited use, in that they do not 

clearly anticipate the forms of modern philosophy, and 

Niet2:sche I s philosophy is surely one of the most novel of 

those. 

Aristotle first distinguishes the arts of dialectic 

and rhetoric. Th~ first concerns i_tse'lf principally with 

the weighing of evidence, rather than with advocating a 

case or cause. Hhetoric uses m8thods analogous to those of 

dialectic, namely examples and syllogisms, but stresses advocacy 

of a cause. Thus dialectic pertains to philosophy, while 

rhetoric to the la,'1. Aristotle then distinguishes rhetoric 
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into discursive and forensic (judicial). 

But already we must distinguish the Nietzschean and 

Aristotelian notions of philosophy. The life of philosophy 

for A.ristotle would have been a supreme effort to subrni t 

the individual's appetites to his reason, and ultimately 

he advocated that liso far as we can [we] make ourselves 

irmnortal, and strain every nerve to live in accordance with 

the best thing in us,,,48 the best thing in us being our power 

to contemplate the truth. Thus fQj:- Aristotle too, man is 

a bridge, bu·t a bridge to immortality through the intellec·tual 

capacity for contemplation. Nietzsche, however, finds 

will everY,rJhere, even in contemplation, and found it 

necessary to place will rather than intellect in the supreme 

position in his metaphysic. Thus Zarathustra calls philosophy 

a will-to-truth which is one of the most powerful examples of 

, , 11 49 d h th 1 '1 1-, , tne Wl -to-po"Yler, an e accuses ose p_11 osopHers wno 

would see it otherwise -- those of the Platonic-Aristotelian 

contemplative tradition _.- of the vlill-to-venerate: 50 

48 'h h Eth' X N1C omac ean lCS, , 7. (1177b33). 

49 Zarathustra, II, 12. 

50zarathustra, 'II, 8. 
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"You want to create the world before which you can kneel: 

h ·· It' h ". . . II 51 t lS lS your u lmate ope ana In·toxlcatlon . That is, 

whether you like it or not, philosophers, the ~orld you 

,Contemplate is a world you created. And Zarathustra further 

teaches that philosophy has to do primarily with willing, in 

the form of evaluating, and secondarily with observing and 

reasoning. "All life is dispute over taste and tasting! 

Woe to all living crea·tures who want to live without dispute 

52 over weight and scales and weigher! II 

If Aristotle's distinction between dialectic and 

rhetoric is re-evaluated in light of the Nietzschean 

philosophy, then the highest philosophical art of speech and 

writing will be rhetorical, with a dialectical base. So I 

can call Zarathustra rhetorical philosophy. 

To call Zara·thustra rhetorical does not mean that 

its argument is based only on emotional appeal, however. 

Forensic rhetoric relies mainly on winning over its audience 

by playing on their feelings, whereas discursive rhetoric, 

like dialectic, demonstrates its point. In place of demon-

stration forensic rhetoric places techniques of emotional 

persn.asion, lawyers' courtroom methods. 

But discursive rhetoric relies on enthymeme, an 

II I 13. 
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artistic and dialectically incomplete form of syllogism 

which attempts to make up for its. lack of syllogistic 

completeness by using many examples. Aristotle says that 

discursi ve rhe-toric \vill be used in situations where both 

the arguer and those who will judge his argument are concerned 

wi th their corm-non interests 1 and thus are of a similar frame 

of mind (",7hereas in the court room the defence and prosecution 

have different interests, and the judge must decide in favor 

of one set of interests against the other). 

I think Zarathustra can be taken as an argument, in 

Aristotle's sense, under the heading of discursive rhetoric. 

As I have already established in my discussion of Nietzsche's 

mountain peak imagery, Nietzsche i~tended Zarathustra for 

those who had ears to hear it, those who suffered Zarathustra's 

pathos -- that is, those who, before reading Zarathustra, 

already shared Zarathustra's hope and experiences. Aristotle 

said -that the links in the chain of discursive rhetorical 

argument must be few, 11 __ seldom a~ many as the links in a 

normal chain of deductions. Thus, if one of the premises is 

a mat~ter of common knm"ledge I the speaker need not mention it, 

since the hearer will himself supply the link".53 This relates 

53Rhetoric, I, 2 (1357a17). 
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directly to what I called the "jumpy" structure of the 

chapters (and of the aphorisms 'i,d thin them) of 'Za'r'a'thU:stra. 

Zarathustra everywhere skips links and leaves the premises 

of his judg-ements implici-t, but that is no argument against 

Zarathustra's being an argument. Thus Zarathustra is an 

argument to those who share Nietzsche's perspec-ti ve: wi thin 

that perspective it argues or demonstrates, mainly by 

examples, and it achieves for those who already share its 

perspec-ti ve, clarification I coherence r and precision, i·ts 

goal being to strengthen and inspire the individual wills 

underlying that common perspective. 

But further than that -- and here is one of Nietzsche's 

great achievements -- the structure of Zarathus'tra is as 

much as part of i·ts argument as any of its examples (i. e. , 

themes, i-mages, aphorisms, chapters, etc.). The .!ljumpy" 
. .. . 

structure, by juxtaposing the examples it does, demonstrates 

their coherence within the Zarathustra-perspective, and there-

by argues for that perspective and for certain summary 

formulations of it, Zarathustra's "doctrines", especially 

Will to Power, The Overman, Eternal Recurrence, and the . . 
54 

centrality of ressentiment in European thought patterns. 

54This is not the place to discuss the coherence 
theory of truth. But my analysis, above, suggests that 
that theory may serve as a model at whaJc I called the 
rhetorical or higrl.er level of the Nietzschean philosophy, 
while the correspondance theory mayor may not apply at the 
lower, dialectical level. 



F - Toward a Structural Understanding of Zarathustra: 

,",Art 1m tates Nature" 

The five images examined previously are rich in 

suggestions of the type of struc'ture Nietzsche would have 

been led to by his general philosophical direction and by 

his particular goal in his magnum opus. The images are a 
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Ii ttle contradictory because or~Lginally they were used in 

diverse contexts and not chosen by Nietzsche to be used 

together, but by concentrating on their complementary aspec-ts 

we can see better the literary-philosophical space, atmosphere, 

and structure he aimed at in Za:cathustra. 

The mosaic image suggests Zarathustra's structure 

forms a picture out of many fragments. In a mosaic the 

fragments have a broad diversity of color, shape, constitution, 

and the fragments qua fragments demonstra-te nothing much until 

a unifying structure creates a' picture out of them. 'The 

mosaic image in particular suggests a philosophical unity 

quite different from the much more typical linear, sequential, 

and syllogistic structure of most philosophy books. 

The spectroscopic or diamond image suggests the 

brilliance, hardness, and cleanness such a non-linear 

structure migh'c hope to achieve. Even more than "mosaic" 

it suggests a dimension, color and a broad range of 

colors, that the normal linear structure couldn't possibly 
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attain. Both the mosaic and diamonq im?-ges are keys to 

Nietzsche's so-called "style of decadence", in which 

Nietzsche I like Zarathustra, goes dO\"n into "che modern frag

mentary style and overcomes its fragmen-tariness by turning 

the fragments ,into a mosaic, or showing them to be the many 

facets of one diamond. Part I of Zarathustra most con

veniently illustrates the philosophical unity of content 

and strucutre in Zara'chustra in terms of these images, since 

its theme is "integrity" as such. The weakness of this type 

of image is that Nietzsche's unifying theme can be read in 

each chapter, if not in each aphorism, whereas you can't tell 

the picture from just looking at a fragment of a mosaic. 

The bridge or cross-over image, and those like it, 

suggest a linear componen-t in Zarathustra I s structure not 

suggested so much by any of the others. (There is a linear 

component in Nietzsche IS struc"cural concept of Zarathustra, 

but unlike normal philosophical writing, it does not dominate 

the structural concept.) While each of the Parts of 

Zarathustra can be seen as mosaic pictures, the whole book, 

and especially Parts I to III (which were originally published 

as a whole without Part IV), must be seen as a progression: 

from Zarathustra's teaching of the Overman u through Part I's 

analysis of the various' aspects of fragmentariness, to the 

overcoming of fragmentariness in will-to-power l which becomes 

the theme of Part II. That theme in turn suggests eternal 

recurrence of the saIne I and that becomes the' theme of Part III, 
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which ends in a fuller grasp of the meaning of the Overman. 

The images of philosophizing from mountain peaks, and 

jumping from peak to peak, again suggests a collec·tion of 

Ifragments (peaks with cold space between them) I but also the 

overconung of their fragmentariness. The chapters, and 

possibly even the aphorisms, are seen through this image as 

van·tage points and experiments. Thus Zarathustra I s fragmentary 

or jumpy structure itself teaches that the philosophy of the 

future mus t be superficially decadent, but overcoming its 

decadence via its experimentalism. The mountain peaks image 

is closely related to Nietzsche's image of doing philosophy 

as one vlOuld take a cold svlim r quickly in r quickly out. 

But most suggestive and vivid is t.he organic image 

of Nietzsche's blood. The linear! though diverse, flow of 

blood provides a link with the bridge image. Bu·t the 

further suggestion of the organic life that blood nourishes 

makes this image comprehend and even go beyond the mosaic 

image. 1;\Thereas the fragments of the mosaic form a picture, 

parts formed in an organic unity create Ij_fe and suggest 

further creation. And while the parts of .?i mosaic serve only 

the whole, organs, through their common blood link, directly 

serve both the whole and many or all the other individual 

organs as such. 

These images ·chus suggest hOlY' the struct:ure of 

Zara~hu.0tra is an integral unity with the content or 

message of Zarathustra, and that. the argmllent of Zarathustra 
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is in large part to be discovered in the structure of the 

content. That is, the st.ructure, even if abstracted from the 

other stylistic elements and also from any "content", teaches 

that the philosophy of the future can and must overcome modern 

spiri tual disintegration -.- fragmenb~dness ,. nihilism, 

decadence -- by first incorporating it materially and 

spiritually and turning it into a unity. Further, this 

message of I.vill-to-integri ty is at once the thematic concept 

of the philosophical conten!. of the "vhole Nietzschean 

philosophy, and of the structure of' Zarathustra: thus the 

material and ideal elements of the Nietzschean philosophy, as 

expressed in its central book, are uni·ted in one concept. 

To speak as Hegel: in'Zarathustra, for the first time in 

written philosophy, the material and ideal polarities are 

self·-consciously and materially "aufgehoben." because of the 

conceptual identity of its literary structure and its 

philosophical content. The meaning of this unique overcoming 

is the meaning of Niet.zsche' s whole philosophy, the overcoming 

of dualism, a dualism that transfixed the European mind in the 

form of the Platonic-Christian metaphysic, insinuating the 

good-evil duality into the idea'of Being; and the reassertion 

of a unified appreciat,ion for life and becoming i.vithin the idea 

of Being. Platonism, and its popularized form, Christianity, 

had moralized metaphysics and turned "Being" and "the Good" 

into concepts of total res sentiment. against moral and 
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h . 1 . 1 't l't db' 55 P_YSlO oglca Vl a l y an ecomlng. The conceptual unity 

of structure and argument in Zarathustra can be seen then as 
, 
a successful experiment in overcoming ressentiment. 

This is why when Nietzsche summarizes his whole life 

and work in the last chapter of his autobiography, nWhy I 

Am a Des·tiny", he refers again and again to Zarathustra. 

I must quote him at length. 

I have not been asked, as I should have 
been asked, what the name of Zarati1ustra means 
in my mouth, the mouth of the first iITLrrtoralist: 
for \vhat constitutes the tremendous historical 
uniqueness of that Persian is just the opposite 
of this. Zarathustra was the first to consider 
the fight of good and evil the very wheel in 
the machinery of things: the transposition of 
morality into the metaphysical realm, as a force, 
cause, and end in itself is his work. But the 
question itself is. at bo·ttom its m"ln ans\ver. 
Zarathustra created this most calamitous 
error, moralitYi consequently, he must also be 
the first to recognize it. Not 0211y has he 
more experience in this matter, for a longer 
time, than any other thinker -- after all, the 
whole of history is the refutation by 
experiment of the principle of the so-called 
"moral world order" -- what is more important 
is that Zarathustra is more truthful than any 
other thinker. His doctrine, and his alone, 
posits truthfulness as the highest virtue; 
this means the opposi t.e of the cowardice of the 
"idealistn who flees from reality • 
-- &"'fl I understood? -- The self-overcoming of 
morality, out of truthfulnessi the self
overcoming of the moralist, into his opposite 
--- into me -- that is what the name of 
Zarathustra means in my mouth.56 

55 'h 'h- ' 'th . th 1 e Antl-C rlst lS e prlmary source on e 
Platonic-Christian moralization and dualization of metaphysics. 

56Ecce Homo, "'I"711y I Am a Destinyll 1 3. 
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Definition of morality: Morality -- the 
idiosyncrasy of decadents, with the ulterior 
motive revenging oneself against life -
successfully.57 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Have I been understood? -- I have not 

said one word here that I did not say five 
years ago through the mouth of Zarathustra.58 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 
Have I been understood? -- Dionysus 

versus the Crucified. -- 59 

This theme 'was adumbrated by Holderlin,60 and has been 

continued mainly by Heidegger. But Nietzsche gave it its 

first thorough working-out, and Zaratnustra is his central 

statement of the pro~lem and iJcs solution. 

50 

It was the original analysis of the blood image that 

led to demonstrating that Zarathustra constitutes a proper 

philosophical 'argument, like the type of argument called 

discursive-rhetorical by Aristotle in the Hhetoric. This 

recapitulation and interrelating of the five images has in 

turn tended to confirm the conclusion I drew then, that 

because of its organic structure Zarathustra can proceed 

57 Ecce Homo, "vJhy I Am a Destiny", 7. 

58 Ibid .,8. 

59 Ibid .,9. 

60HC3lderlin I Hyper~00_' 30th letter 1 'quoting Heraclitus. 
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as a peculiar form of philosophical argument without making 

its syllogisms e}.'Plici t in a linear manner ~ All things 

considered, what Zarathustra might lack in programmatic 

clarity it more than makes up for by its organic structure. 

And only the latter structure can directly grapple with 

modern decadence since it is superficially similar enough to 

its fragmentariness to incorporate it, yet is itself a 

principle of reintegration and thus overcomes the fragmentari-

ness it incorporates. The philosophical vitality of this 

structural method, a vi-tali ty that overcomes the sickness 

within itself, is mirrored in one of Nietzsche's auto-

biographical statements: "Apart from the fact that I am a 

decadent, I am also the opposite. My proof for this is, among 

o-ther things, that I have always instinctively chosen theE'igh-f:: 

means against wretched states i while the decaden-t typically 

chooses means -tha-t are disadvantageous for him". When 

Nietzsche was physically sickest, he continues, III turned my 

will to health, to life, into a philosophyu. 61 This is the 

meaning of overcoming, in Nietzsche's lifei/ and in the structure 

of Zarathustra. 

In writing his major \vork Nietzsche instinctiv~ly 

chose the right means to philosophize against decadence and 

for health. His means 'was a style that imparted vi tali ty , 

61Ecce Home:, "Why I Am So 'i'lise" , 2. 
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and its basis was an organic structure. Nietzsche's art in 

Zarathustra clearly "imitates nature", that is, the natural 

structure of life rather than the teleological, linear, 

syllogistic, goal or conclusion-oriented structure hitherto 

characteristic of European philoso~hy. 

Structure, in any literature, including the literature 

of philosophy, is the structure of probabilities that are 

designed to convince the reader. In the simpler and more 

conventional style of written philosophy, probabilities are 

more ant.ecedently explicit, and the pure form of such linear 

explicitness is the syllogism. But probability in hature is 

not antecedently e~)licit; at least in its larger course -

e. g. 1 we knmv the leaves will falloff the trees again next. 

autumn I but vIe have no idea of the future evolution of the 

maple tree -- probability in nature only becomes explicit 

in a backward ·glance 1 such as Darwin's, and in the cO.se of 

human nature, Nietzsche's. If a style is to capture a 

relatively more natural structure, rather than a relatively 

more syllogistic one, -- as I have, in this essay, seen in 

Z,arathustra in my bacbvard glance -- tp.en it must involve 

the reader in a web of natural implications which will be. 

instinctively identified with through na·tural., and most likely 

unconscious, sympathy .. A philosophy that can be described 

with this more "organic ll s·tructure is ipso facto more firmly 

grounded -- if it desires to be grounded on this earth 

rather than in some ideal \vorld. Because of its organic 
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struc"ture, Zarat.hus"tra. is supremely credible and influential 

for those readers who are prepared to share Nietzsche's 

this-worldly perspec"ci ve. 

Zarathustra teaches that the philosophy of the 

future, if it is to overcome the dualism of transcendence 

versus immanence that has in principle died with the 

Platonic-Christian God, must formulate itself, i.e., 

structure itself as thought, questioning, experimenting, and 

teaching, in organic unity with and organic illustration of 

its doctrines. Zarathustra is Niet~sche's greatest,work, and 

far more important than even his later writings, because it 

is a triumph of organic unity in written philosophy, a type 

of unity that had previously been possible only in non

philosophical literature -- and, of course, Nietzsche's 

achievement further obscures the distinction between literature 

and philosophy. Sartre, for example, noticed this and his 

wri tten philosophy is a ro.elange of novels and plays on the 

one hand, and philosophical treatises on the other. But 

only Nietzsche so far has succeeded in combining high literary 

achievement with philosophy in one concept and work. 

If there is any further basic obscurity as to the 

meaning of the organic structural unity of Zarathustra, 

compare it to any of the major philosophies and theologies 

in which a matter-form, subjec"c-properties I or analogous 
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distinction is radically importan't. The very structure of 

Zarathus'tra is implicitly saying- of the "idealistic ll 

philosophies that because they teach a transcendent Good, 

,God, Truth, or Spirit, in their wiitten form the discursive 

and teleological has to dominate any suggestion of the 

organic, for the former linear structure alone is able to 

suggest transcendence of sensible nature, its linearity 

pointing to something beyond sensible experience. Nietzsche 

said that all former philosophies were based on resentment 

o'f the natural, essentially time conditioned world, and their 

linear structures bear this out. 

G - B-ecapi tulation: An Overview of the Structure of' 'Z'ar-a'thu's't-ra 

The first three Parts of Zarathustra were published as 

a unit by Nietzsche. Part IV was to be the first of a 

three-part addition I bu,t no more vlas written. There is a 

uni ty between Part IV and the first three Parts, but no't as 

strong a unity as among the three. 

Part I begins with a long prologue in ten sec,tions, 

and, the rest of Part I contains twenty-tl.vo chapters. 

IIZ arathustra's Prologue ll is a sea full of images -- I 

coun'ted twenty-three images, themes, symbols or personifications 

in its first three sections alone and this generosity 

with images is a clue. Section I of'the prologue keynotes 

the book: Zarathustra is forced by history to be a solital.."y, 
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and he enjoys his destiny, but he grows weary of the wisdom 

of his solitude and must descend from his cave and teach it, 

teach the Overman. Zarathustra is overfull, and he spills 

over by inner necessity. That is his dOi\Tn-going and his 

generosity. Zarathustra's nature is to love, to give himself, 

and he is commanded by his own overfulness, not by an external 

law his love is beyond good and evil. Zarathustra's 

generosity is the one theme uniting all four Parts. 

Zarathustra goes dO\'1n, and going down soon meets a 

hermit of the old religion. The hermit personifies the 

"higher men" that will be the subject of Part IV. But in the 

prologue Zarathustra goes 'down past him to the rabble, where 

he first teaches the Overman and his opposite, the Ultimate 

Man. But he finds that was a mistake, the rabble are so far 

from Zarathustra's perspective that. he has not.hing in common 

wi th them, as he had with the hermit., From this episode the 

main part of Zarathustr~ is characterized as a teaching of 

the Overman and the way to him, on the one hand/ and of the 

Ultimate Man and t.he way to him on the other, but taught to 

those caught in the middle, the higher, men T who aspire to 

nobility but who are pulled by the decadence of rabble

virtues to despair of their noble aspirations. 

IZarathustra's'Prologue" and Part IV/ especially 

its last chapter I frame Nie-tzsche' s main philosophical 

development in Parts I t.o III. This development is quit.e 

clear -- at least in the IIbackward glance" I spoke of above 
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although it goes unrecognized in English language Nietzsche 

scholarship. The clue to the nature of the development of 

the teaching is further given in the first chapter of Part I, 

and the last chapter of Part IV. In the former Zara·thustra 

names the three metamorphoses of the spirit: camel, lion, 

and child. In the later, he is joined by a lion as his new 

companion. Zarathustra had got·ten to his peak by climbing, 

as a camel, with the burden of all past philosophy on his back. 

On his peak he enjoyed his overfullness for a time, but then 

is overcome by it, and, lion-like, ~escends from his lair to 

teach his overcoming to those below. In Zarathustra' s las·t 

Chapter, Zarathustra turns away from the higher men and is 

met by a lion -- Nietzsche's "blond beastJl --'who recognizes 

Zarathustra as if he, Zarathustra, were a lion and not a man. 

The special theme marking Part I off as a unity is 

integrity, or the overcoming of the fragmentation of the modern 

spirit. Zarathustra's teaching proceeds mainly by contrasts, 

as he parodies conventional virtues. and truths and shows up 

their hollow .pretentiousness, .lack of. vi tali ty, and 

"incomplete nihilism". At the tenth chapter, where themes 

of war and the state are brmJght in, Zarathustra starts to 

teach hm-1 to safeguard one's integrity amidst disintegration, 

and here we find the hint that the way to integrity is will-

to-pmver but. that such a will is more an obeying of oneself 
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than a comrnanding of others. The last chapter, "Of the 

Bestowing Virtue", clarifies the overall theme of Zarathustra's 

generosity. 

Will-to-pu,ver was suggested by Part I, and becomes 

the unifying theme of Part II. Part II begins \'li th Zarathus:t:ra 

realizing his teaching on integrity is endangered, and so 

he teaches integrity through vlill-to-power, emphasizing 

will-to-power rather than integrity in this Part. He teaches 

will-to-power also largely by contrasts, e.g., contrasting 

it to the scholar's will-to-venerate. In chapter 19, 

"The Prophet", the notion of the eternal recurrence of the 

same is suggested r anticipating Part III and linking Parts II 

and III, ~s Parts t and II had been linked when the will-to~ 

power doctrine was anticipated in Part I. 

Part III enunciates the doctrine of the eternal 

recurrence of the same -- to believe in eternal recurrence, 

the most abysmal thought, is the greatest will-to-power of 

a lion-destiny. After announcing this doctrine in the 

second chapter, Zarathustra returns to the theme of integrity 

and will, but now in the light of his· ultimate truth. The 

three-Part unity is concluded in chapters 13-16, starting 

with "The Convalescent", and they depict Zarathustra's final 

grappling with his abysma.l thought in a final victory. "Of 

the Great Longing", chapter 14, is perhaps the most important 

chapter of the book, but its importance cannot be seen until 

the whole book is ruminateq and understood as an organic 
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Zarathustra's philosophy reaches its climax in Part 

III. Part IV, like "Zarathustra's Prologue", is to be seen, 

as I said earlier, as part of the frame around the main three 

Parts. It takes an idea from ,,';rhai.: \'7ent before, pity, and 

'makes it its theme -- but pity for the higher men, which is 

evidently Zarathustra's 'and Nietzsche's most persistent 

temptation. Again the piercing pathos of Zarathustra: 

Nietzsche's longing for companions, an impossible longing 

because he is too high above even the higher men. Part IV 

is particularly striking coming as it does after all that 

Zarathustra had achieved earlier; even after mastering his 

most. abys.m.al thought and his. great long;Lng, s:ti~l h~ is. 

tempted by the higher man. Part IV concludes Zara~chustra' s 

teaching as the passion narrative concludes Jesus' teaching 

in the gospels .. 

The structure of the argument of Zarathustra can be 

seen, briefly, in the light of the mosaic image (for 

example). The first Part of Zarathustra is the first mosaic, 

its theme is integrity versus fragment~riness. The second 

mosaic-Part: the 'overcoming of this decadence by will is 

the unifying theme. The third: the essence of will to power 

62Heidegger, loco cit., p. 417, points this out and 
comments on it. 
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is illustrated by its hardest and most powerful and typical 

act, the vlilling of eternal recurrence of the same. The 

final mosaic Part establishes a realistic context of the 

,experience of the foregoing argument ,P namely I the constant 

battle with pity, especially pity for one's would be 

companions, as the context for achieving spiritual integrity 

through will-to-eternal recurrence. 

There is, certainly I a unity to t.he argument of 

Zarathustra, and it is expressed in the intertwining of 

several modes of its unity. The most overt, explicit unity 

is Zarathustra himself. ~econdly, it is the sequence of 

aphorisms and chapters all illustrating the same theme 

within each Part. Thirdly, it is the binding together of 

these with an intertwining imagery-structure so that 

aphorisms and chapte-rs tha·t are no·t contiguous or even in 

the same Part still imply and clarify one another -- thus 

Zarathustra is bound together by a network of implication 

which will cause the ruminative reader to look fonvard and 

back within Zarath~stra from any given point. Fourthly, 

it is the unity of logical implication among the imagery and 

teachings. For example, the doctrine of eternal recurrence 

implies Zarathustra's descent and ascent, a.nd also implies 

the doctrine of will-to-power I will-t.o-power as a will to 

Ii ve ~the generous ascending-descending rhythm of life. And 

fifthly and finally, these four modes of uni.ty a.re themselves 

unified in Jche concept of the Overman. 
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But the Overman is not, in the strict sense, an 

ideal -- that is, imparting ul tirJatemeaning 'f'ro'ni 'otlt's'ide 

(human) nature, having a purely spiritual nature himself. 

The structure of Zarathustra is "organic", an imitation of 

-nature, as I have already argued, and Nietzsche's argument 

for the Overman is grounded on that natural foundation. And 

such a structure for such a doctrine is fitting and even 

necessary. The Overman is the suprahistorical educator and 

image of man promised in The Use and Disadvantage of History 

for Life and in Schopenhauer as Educator, but he transcends 

history by overcoming rese.nt,ment of it, not by existing 

above and outside it. Zarathustra is a successful 

philosophical-literary unity because its central doctrine, 

the Overman, is homologous with its organic structure. The 

structure of t~e argument for the Overman is its most 

convincing demonstration: it demonstrates that a noble 

"ideal!! can be united to a material base, on its (material) 

terms. The s'tructure is, basically 1 the only argument in 

Zarathustra. 
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I consulted many other books and articles in preparing 

this essay which I haven't cited because they did not 

contribute to the solution of the specific-problem under 

consideration. Among those I consulted translations and 

commenJcaries on the .hvesta and the Gathas of Zarathus-tra, 

but I did not pursue structural comparisons of them and 

Nietzsche's Zarathustra; as being beyond the scope of this 

essay 1 perhaps beyond my competence, and perhaps irrelevan-t. 

However, I want to call attention to one especially thought 

provoking exegesis comparing the original and modern 

Zara-thustras: 

Assaad-Nikhafl, Fawzia. "Zarathous-tra interprete de-
Zarathoustra", Revue de Hetaphysique et de Morale, 
74e annee, no. 2 (avril:-juin 1969), 161-200. 


